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SECTION - A
(Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum one sentence. Answer all questions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. Define Flowchart.

2. What is a source code ?

3. What is a header f ile ?

4. Define operator.

5. Who is the lather of C language ?

6. What is entry controlled loop ?

7. Define pointer.

8. What is the use of & operator ?

9. What are increment and decrement operator ?

10. What do you mean by binary f ile ?

SECTION _ B
(Short Answer)

Nol to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries

two marks. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 '1. What are the three control structures in algorithm ?

P.r.o.
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12. What are the benefits of declaring a variable as unsigned int lnstead of int ?

'13. Differentiate Keyword and identilier.

14. Write a note on relational operator.

15. Write about print ( ).

16. Write a note on for loop.

17. Differentiate Library and user defined lunctions.

18. Write a note on pointer declaration.

19. Write a note on comments in C language.

20. What is array oI pointers.

21 . Wtile about strlen0 function.

22. Explain syntaxof fogen0.

SECTION _ C

(Short Essay)

Not to exceed 120 words. Answer any six questions. Each question carries

lour marks. (6x4=!21 gx1h1

23. Write about progran compilation.

24. Explain about storage classes.

25. Explain rules for forming identifiers.

26. Differentiate getchar and scanf with the suitable example.

27 . Explain about multi dimensional array.

28. Write a recursive function to print Fibonacci series upto given number.

29. Explain dynamic memory allocation.

30. Differentiate String and Array.

31. Write a detailed note on Union.
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SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)
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Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks. (2x15=gO Marks)

32. Discuss various data types in C.

33. Explain about operators in C.

34. Write a C program to explain difference between Call by value and Call by

reference.

35. Write a C program to store contents into a file and count the number of

characters using tile.


